Design science is not design
People who have never heard of design science make fantastic designs in every moment. While it might be possible that they are doing design science without knowing it, this is not likely. There is a good consensus that design science springs originally from a chapter in Herbert Simon's The Sciences of the Artificial on the science of design (Simon, 1996) . As a science, design science has to do with the systematic creation of knowledge about, and with, design. It extends to the scientific study of design and the use of design processes in the scientific creation of knowledge. At its core, design science is directed toward understanding and improving the search among potential components in order to construct an artifact that is intended to solve a problem. For design science, information systems is one problem arena of many possible arenas. Design is central within the study realm, and, as a consequence, central to the activities of design science. But design science is more than design alone.
European Journal of Information Systems (2008) 17, 441-443 Design science is not design theory Design theories might have precise components (e.g., Walls et al., 1992; Gregor & Jones, 2007) , might have to be grounded (e.g., Goldkuhl, 2004) or might have to simply intertwine design and development principles (e.g., Markus et al., 2002) . There is agreement that design theories are different from natural science theories because design theories are not so much explanatory or predictive as they are normative (both prescriptive and evaluative). Indeed, the basic idea of precedence for theory in design science is contented. Much of the information systems literature assumes design science should be theory-based: a sort of hypothetico-deductive, theory-testing mode of design science. Outside of information systems, however, design science seems to be more theory-discovery: a pre-theoretical mode of design science. Speaking at DESRIST 2008, Charles Eastman referred to this as a generative mode of knowledge discovery. Essentially, we discover new theories by 'making stuff to fix problems'. (See Ivan Aaen's article in this issue for an example of such 'pre-theory'.) The nature and necessity for a design theory, along with its precedence within a design science study, is a matter of debate. There is clearly more to design science than design theory (alone).
Design science is not an IT artifact
The notion of an artifact is another central element in design science (Orlikowski & Iacono, 2001) . It is a fundamental premise that a design is problem-driven, and leads to an artifact that solves the problem when the artifact is introduced into nature. There are arguments over whether design science must result in an artifactual production, and there are endless disagreements over what exactly constitutes an IT artifact. For some, the only legitimate IT artifact is executing code. For others, the only legitimate IT artifact is conceptual (e.g., the concept behind the executing code). But the artifact alone is not design science. It might be thought of as one important kind of 'data' in design science, or at least one major source of data.
Design science is not methodology
Methods are usually thought to involve pre-defined processes, or methodical ways of 'doing' things. It is certainly possible to 'do' design science in methodical ways. There is certainly room to create methods for design science, but the methods should not be equated to the field in which these operate. The field of design science involves its own particular facets of the philosophy of science. These facets involve the purposedriven creation of artifacts and the introduction of these artifacts into otherwise natural settings. Because these artifacts are both artificial and imbued with adaptive intent, their study is philosophically different from natural science. Design science seems to be more of a research paradigm than a research methodology (Iivari, 2007) .
Design science is not action research
It is not surprising that design science and action research get confused. On close examination 'doing' design science may look a lot like 'doing' action research. Both approaches are interventional, both involve problem-solving, both involve evaluation, etc. (for a detailed comparison, see Järvinen, 2007) . There are fundamental differences. Action research is focused on problem solving through social and organizational change. Design science is focused on problem solving by creating and positioning an artifact in a natural setting. Action research is clearly centered on discovery-through-action. Design science is clearly centered on discovery-throughdesign. Action research is a methodology. Design science is a paradigm.
Design science is not computer science
A definition of computer science can be as illusive as design science. Computer science is a discipline centered on computer-related artifacts. Design science is much broader; Simon's original notion of the artificial sciences is anchored to many professional disciplines like architecture, economics and engineering. Design science has important roles to play in computer science, and it can be argued that design science is the primary research paradigm for computer science. Where disciplines like computer science and information systems overlap, in particular systems and software development, the study of IT artifacts lies at the intersection of information systems, computer science and design science. Particularly for information systems academics in business schools who are empirically engaged in studying technology development, design science provides a means to explain to colleagues in other business and sociological disciplines some of their most common research methodologies. This explanatory value is also a useful shorthand for describing research values and methods in publishing empirical studies of IT artifact development in venues more commonly oriented toward information management (like EJIS).
Design science is not a separate academic discipline
Design science ranges across many academic disciplines such as architecture, engineering and information systems. It is certainly possible for such a discipline to develop, but it will necessarily be cross-disciplinary with many other academic disciplines that involve the study of design. Design science certainly has important roles to play in academic research. But design science is not only for academic researchers. Good professional designers seeking important design breakthroughs can certainly engage design science as a means to achieve such breakthroughs. There is an implication that information systems academics can engage design science in their research, and also improve the capabilities of their students by teaching it in their graduate and undergraduate classes.
Design science is not new
It may seem that design science is rather new to information systems. Tracks in the major information systems conferences have only been running for a few years. The major international conference for information systems (DESRIST) is only approaching its fourth year. Design science is not (that) new. The Design Research Society was founded in 1966. Simon's book was first published in 1969. It's not even that new to information systems. The focus on Socio-Technical Design and Participative Design dates from the 1970s (at least, e.g., Mumford & Weir, 1979) . Classic works on design theory (Walls et al., 1992) and design science research (March & Smith, 1995) date from more than 10 years ago. 
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